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BBC Global News Limited’s use of the BBC Brand 

This document describes the arrangements in place to manage how BBC Global News Limited uses 

the BBC Brand. It describes: 

 The rights BBC Global News Limited has to use the BBC Brand under its Brand Licence 

 The methodology we have used to determine how much BBC Global News Limited pays to 

use the BBC Brand 

We will update this document each year and publish it via our website. We will also set out each 

year details of any changes to our methodologies and the impact thereof. 

Document history 

Version Date published Summary of changes from previous version 

V1 20 December 2017 None – first version 

V2 30 April 2018 Removed ‘pre-tax’ from description in this document of the revenue that 

the brand fee is payable on for clarity. No change to the methodology as all 

revenue is pre-tax.  

 

Brands and usage  

Global News Holdings Limited and its subsidiaries will use the following brands:  

 BBC masterbrand within BBC Global News Limited’s registered Corporate Names (e.g. “BBC 

World Distribution Limited”); 

 BBC masterbrand as part of a BBC Global News Limited Composite Brand or a BBC 

Composite Brand (i.e. the BBC masterbrand coupled with additional words) in relation to a 

service, channel, domain name or other activity undertaken by BBC Global News Limited; 

and 

 Corporate Names for all purposes connected with carrying out of BBC Global News 

Limited’s business 

Where BBC Global News Limited is proposing to use, for the first time, the masterbrand within a 

Corporate Name, BBC Composite Brand or BBC Global News Limited Composite Brand, BBC Global 

News Limited shall seek the written approval of the BBC Public Service. 

Any proposals to use other existing BBC brands would need to be noted and separately licensed by 

the BBC Public Service. The BBC Public Service owns the BBC masterbrand.  

Genre brands: 

BBC Global News Limited will also comply with any directions from a relevant Genre Board within 

the BBC in relation to the BBC’s overall vision and direction for any applicable Genre.  
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Sub-licensing:  

As part of its ongoing business, BBC Global News Limited grants some licensees the rights to its 

contents and services which by their very nature contain BBC Brand materials and trademarks.  

Where BBC Global News Limited enters into any such agreement the licensee will enter into an 

agreement with the BBC for use of the BBC Brand on standard terms or in such other form as the 

BBC requires. In particular, if BBC Global News Limited grants to a licensee the right distribute the 

BBC World News channel in accordance with a standard channel distribution agreement, then the 

BBC grants BBC Global News Limited the right to sub-licence the relevant BBC brands to the 

licensee on standard terms agreed with the BBC as part of the Brand Licence.  

The Brand Fee methodology 

The brand fee is set as a percentage of the revenue that BBC Global News Limited and its Group 

Companies generate from: (i) syndication and distribution activities (excluding revenue generated 

from individual programme sales) and (ii) advertising and sponsorship activities. 

The terms of the brand licence and the brand fee percentage have been reviewed by independent 

financial external advisers who are satisfied that payment has been set on market standard terms.  

 


